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Abstract
We propose novel language-neutral, dynamic programming based algorithms for performing
partial search on online handwritten text documents. These algorithms enable querying online
multilingual handwritten documents with substrings of words rather than just whole words.
The problem of searching for a query string is posed as one of matching two curves in a
two-dimensional Euclidean space. Assuming a writer-specific setting, we present two new
approaches for this purpose, one based on the Fréchet distance for curves, and the other based
on a pairwise Hidden Markov model. For the Fréchet distance based approach, we formulate
variants of the discrete Fréchet distance for performing partial search. We also formulate
similar variants of the well-known dynamic time warping (DTW) distance and compare the
the performance of the Fréchet distance based variants against those based on DTW. For the
second approach, we formulate a Pair HMM to model partial matching of curves, i.e. alignment
of one curve as a subcurve of another. We evaluated both approaches by carrying out extensive
experiments on a datagroup from the open source UNIPEN dataset1 , consisting of over 16,000
words written by 7 users. We also implemented a search application based on the the FréchetDTW approach for searching free-form, multilingual Paper documents in a Simputer. Results
obtained using this search application indicate that our search algorithms can perform well in
multilingual settings as well and hence suited for PDAs.

1

http://unipen.nici.ru.nl/cdroms/
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the growing popularity of mobile devices worldwide, there is an increasing need for providing input interface in local languages. Designing a conventional input interface, such as a
keypad (physical or onscreen), is a major challenge in case of languages that have complex
character sets; this is the case for several Asian languages. Digital ink technology, i.e. storing
handwritten input in its original raw format [6], allows handwritten data to contain text written
in any language, drawings and other free-form symbols, not just text in languages for which
handwriting recognition is supported. This technology can be used in when users do not require that their handwritten data be recognized by the device, for instance, when the device is
used for digital note-taking and the user only wants the notes in the original form.
In this project, we consider the problem of searching online handwritten documents available as time series in digital ink format for occurrences of a handwritten search term (query
string). The documents being searched are assumed to have been written by the same user
who has written the search query. Alternately, we may want to retrieve documents that have an
occurrence of the query string. There are some major challenges to be addressed in designing
algorithms for this problem, especially in the context of using them for search on PDAs in a
multilingual setting:
• Handling multilingual handwritten documents: It is extremely difficult to develop reliable handwriting recognition systems for all possible languages that can be present in
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a multilingual document. Besides, it is not possible to support a large number of handwriting recognition systems in mobile devices. The search algorithm should therefore
not depend on handwriting recognition - it should be language-neutral
• Limited computing resources: Mobile devices typically have limited computing resources when compared to standard computers. The algorithm should be capable of
yielding an efficient implementation in this setting.
• Variability in handwriting: The algorithm should be robust to minor changes in shape of
characters/words arising due to variability in handwriting of the user.
The main contributions of this project are two approaches for performing partial search on
online handwritten data. As noted before, the problem is essentially equivalent to matching
subcurves. We propose new variants of the Fréchet distance for curves and correspondingly
analogous variants of the DTW. We derive dynamic programming (DP) based algorithms for
computing these variants. It should be noted that to the best of our knowledge, there is no
previous work that explored the use of Fréchet distance in the context of handwriting search
or recognition. The other major contribution of this project is a new pairwise Hidden Markov
model (PHMM) for partial matching of curves; the model is motivated by probabilistic models
of sequence alignment [3] used in computational biology. A DP-based algorithm is derived
using the Viterbi scheme for inferring the match based on this PHMM. Experimental results
on the open source UNIPEN dataset [5] show that the PHMM-based algorithm outperforms
the other proposed algorithms.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we present the Fréchet distance
based approach that we propose for partial search; we first discusses the concept of Fréchet
distance and existing work on the discrete Fréchet distance. We then present the new variants
of Fréchet and DTW distances and algorithms to compute these. In chapter 3 we discuss our
PHMM-based approach for partial search and then present our language-neutral search technique. In chapter 4, we provide the details of our experiments, discuss the results obtained and
also discuss the applications we developed based on the proposed approaches. We conclude in
chapter 5 by discussing some possible future work.

Chapter 2
Fréchet distance and variants
2.1 Curve matching for multilingual search
We pose the problem of searching for a handwritten query in a handwritten document as one
of searching for a given geometric pattern in a collection of geometric shapes. The geometric
shapes are simply the curves representing the shape of handwritten words and are defined by
the sample points in those words. Searching involves finding the similarity between the given
curve and the curves corresponding to words in the handwritten document. This is essentially
a problem of curve matching. In this project, we explore the use of Fréchet distance and its
variants for curve matching in handwriting search. For the purpose of benchmarking these distance measures, we also consider the the well-known Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distance
[10] and formulate variants of DTW that are analogous to the Fréchet distance variants.

2.2 Preliminaries
In this section we discuss some preliminary definitions and notations used in the rest of the
chapter. We borrow many of these notations from [2] and [8].
For any two integers a and b, [a : b] denotes {a, a + 1, ..., b}, the set of all integers between a
and b.
V = Rk denotes a k-dimensional Euclidean vector space.
3
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Norms of sequence of vectors: For f ∈ V I (I < ∞)
f

∞

f

2

= sup f (t) 2
t∈I
sX
2
=
f (t) 2
t∈I

Curve: A (parameterized) curve in Rk is defined as a continuous mapping f : [a, b] 7→ Rk ,
where a, b ∈ R
Polygonal curve: A (parameterized) polygonal curve of length m ∈ N in Rk is defined as a
mapping P : [0, m] 7→ Rk such that
P (i + λ) = (1 − λ)P (i) + λP (i + 1) ∀λ ∈ [0, 1]
In other words, a polygonal curve of length m is a piecewise linear curve consisting of m line
segments and is defined completely by the m+1 points p0 = P (0), p1 = P (1), ..., pm = P (m)
that form the line segments p0 p1 , p1 p2 , ..., pm−1 pm . Hence the polygonal curve P can also
defined as a mapping based on discrete parameterization, P : [0 : m] 7→ Rk .
Monotonic path: A monotonic path of length K is defined as a mapping π ∈ (Z × Z)[0:K]
with the property that π(i) − π(i − 1) ∈ (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) for all i ∈ [1 : K].
Weighted Euclidean distance: The weighted Euclidean distance, with weights w1 ≥ 0 and
w2 ≥ 0 respectively, between two points (a1 , b1 ) and (a2 , b2 ) is defined as
p

w1 ∗ (a1 − a2 )2 + w2 ∗ (b1 − b2 )2

2.3 Fréchet distance
Fréchet distance [1, 2, 4, 8, 11] is measure of similarity between two curves. More precisely it
is a dissimilarity measure since it is a distance - a smaller distance indicates a higher degree of
similarity, with a distance value of 0 corresponding to exact match. It can be defined intuitively
by considering the example of a man and a dog, each of whom is positioned at the start of one
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of the two given curves. The man holds the (elastic) leash that the dog is tied to. At time 0,
the man and the dog start walking on their respective curves towards the respective endpoints.
Both the man and dog are constrained to move (monotonically) forward along the curve but
they can move at arbitrary speeds. They are not allowed to jump over and skip any point
of their respective curves. A motion of dog and man is considered to be legal if it satisfies
these constraints. The Fréchet distance between the two curves is the the minimum over all
trajectories (legal motions that take the man and the dog to their respective endpoints) of the
maximum leash length needed for a fixed trajectory. Fréchet distance is sometimes also known
as the ”dog-man” distance. Since Fréchet distance preserves the notion of continuity along
curves, it is well suited to measuring curve similarity. On the other hand, Hausdorff distance
[11], another well-known distance measure used in curve matching, is defined over point sets
(rather than on curves) and does not reflect curve similarity well in many cases [2, 11].

2.3.1 Formal definition
The Fréchet distance (also called the continuous Fréchet distance to distinguish it from its
discrete variant) between two curves P : [0, m] 7→ Rk and Q : [0, n] 7→ Rk , denoted by
F(P, Q) is defined as
F(P, Q) =

min

max P (α(t)) − Q(β(t))

α:[0,1]7→[0,m], β:[0,1]7→[0,n] t∈[0,1]

2

(2.1)

where α and β range over all continuous, monotonically increasing functions of the form
α : [0, 1] 7→ [0, m] and β : [0, 1] 7→ [0, n] respectively.
With respect to the dog-man example, α and β define a trajectory and specify the position
of the man and the dog respectively at each time instant t, which ranges from 0 to 1. Thus
it is assumed that the man and the dog start at time instant 0 and both are at their respective
endpoints at time instant 1. For a given trajectory (α, β), the (minimum) length of the leash
required is equal to the maximum distance between the man and the dog attained on that
trajectory, which is given by the inner max (over t) term in equation (2.1). The outer min term
minimizes this length over all possible trajectories.
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2.3.2 Computing the Fréchet distance
Alt and Godau [1] present an algorithm for computing the Fréchet distance between polygonal curves. For the decision problem of finding whether the Fréchet distance between two
polygonal curves of length m and n is smaller than a given constant, they give an O(mn)
time algorithm. Based on this algorithm and the ’parametric search’ technique, they derive
an algorithm that computes the Fréchet distance between two curves in O(mn log(mn)) time.
[9] gives an algorithm for computing the Fréchet distance between the more general class of
piecewise smooth curves, curves that consist of a sequence of smooth curve pieces such as
circular or parabolic arcs. If the pieces are algebraic of degree bounded by a constant, then this
algorithm too has a time complexity of O(mn log(mn)).

2.4 Discrete Fréchet distance
Although the above mentioned algorithms for computing Fréchet distance have a moderately
low asymptotic complexity (O(mnlog(mn))), they are not really practical since the parametric
search technique used in these algorithms makes use of a sorting network with very high constants in the running time [11]. Using a simpler sorting algorithm leads to a higher asymptotic
running time (O(mn(log mn)3 ) in case of polygonal curves) and still the parametric search is
not easy to implement [11]. This is a major drawback of using the continuous Fréchet distance
and motivates us to look for approximations or variants that can be computed faster using simpler algorithms. The discrete Fréchet distance [8, 2] is one such variant of the Fréchet distance
and is defined for polygonal curves.

2.4.1 Formal definition
The discrete Fréchet distance between two polygonal curves P : [0 : m] 7→ Rk and Q : [0 :
n] 7→ Rk , denoted by DF(P, Q) is defined as
DF(P, Q) =

min

max

κ:[1:m+n]7→[0:m], λ:[1:m+n]7→[0:n] t∈[1:m+n]

P (κ(t)) − Q(λ(t))

2

(2.2)
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where κ and λ range over all discrete, monotonically increasing, onto mappings of the form
κ : [1 : m + n] 7→ [0 : m] and λ : [1 : m + n] 7→ [0 : n].
The discrete Fréchet distance can be explained using the man and dog example as follows.
The man and the dog can only stop at vertices of P and Q, and at any step, each of them
can either stay at their current vertex or jump to the next one. The discrete Fréchet distance
is defined as the minimal leash necessary at these discrete moments. In contrast, in case of
(continuous) Fréchet distance the man and the dog are not allowed to jump between vertices
and must walk through every point on their respective curves.
In case of discrete Fréchet distance, the motion of the dog and the man along the two curves
is assumed to be defined by a monotonic path. The positions of the man and the dog at any
time instant can be represented by a tuple (i, j) if they are at points pi and qj on curves P
and Q respectively. Unless both the man and the dog have already reached their respective
endpoints, at the next time step either both of them should have jumped to the next vertex of
their respective curves or one has jumped to the next vertex while the other stays at the same
point. Thus the tuple corresponding to their positions at the next time step must be one of the
following three: (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j) or (i + 1, j + 1). Hence the sequence of (i, j) values
at successive time steps forms a monotonic path. The discrete Fréchet distance minimizes the
required leash length required over all possible monotonic paths that start at (0,0) and end at
(m, n).

2.4.2 Computing the Discrete Fréchet distance
The discrete Fréchet distance DF(P, Q) between two polygonal curves P ∈ V [0:m] and Q ∈
V [0:n] can be computed in O(mn) time using algorithm 1 that is based on dynamic programming.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for computing the discrete Fréchet distance DF(P, Q)
d0,0 = p0 − q0 2
for i = 1 to m do

di,0 = max di−1,0 , pi − q0

2

end for

for j = 1 to n do
d0,j = max{d0,j−1 , p0 − qj 2 }
end for
for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 to n do

di,j = max min{di,j−1 , di−1,j , di−1,j−1}, pi − qj

2

end for

end for
return dm,n

2.4.3 Proof of correctness for algorithm 1
Claim: For all i = 0, 1, ..., m and for all j = 0, 1, .., n, di,j computed by algorithm 1 is equal
to DF(P |[0:i], Q|[0:j]), the discrete Fréchet distance between P |[0:i] and Q|[0:j].
Proof: The proof is by induction on i and j. Consider the base case, i = j = 0. Both
P |[0:0] = hp0 i and Q|[0:0] = hq0 i consist of a single point each and the only leash length possible
is the Euclidean distance between these two points. Thus DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:0] ) = p0 − q0

2

and from the algorithm, we see that d0,0 = DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:0] ), proving the claim for the basis.
For the inductive step, assume that di,j = DF(P |[0:i] , Q|[0:j]) for i = 0, 2, ..., a − 1 and
j = 0, 2, ..., b − 1 for some integers a and b such that 1 ≤ a ≤ m and 1 ≤ b ≤ n. We
now determine the value of DF(P |[0:i], Q|[0:j]) for new values of i and/or j using the man and
dog example, assuming that the man and the dog are associated with curves P |[0:i] and Q|[0:i]
respectively. There are four possible cases:
• i = 0, j = b : To find DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:b] ). The first curve consists of just a single point;
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the man remains at this point whereas the dog alone moves forward. It is easy to see
that the minimum leash length required for the time period when the dog moves from
q0 to qb , jumping from one vertex to the next at a time, is the maximum of (i) the leash
length required when the dog is at qb and (ii) the minimum leash length required as the
dog moves from q0 to qb−1 . By definition, the second length is DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:b−1] ) and
by the assumption stated earlier, this is equal to d0,b−1 . Therefore DF(P |[0:0], Q|[0:b] ) =
max{ p0 − qb

2

, d0,b−1 } ∀b ∈ [1 : n]. But from the algorithm we see that this is also

equal to d0,b as claimed.
• i = a, j = 0 : To find DF(P |[0:a], Q|[0:0] ). The second curve consists of just a single
point; the dog remains at this point whereas the man alone moves forward. It is easy
to see that the minimum leash length required for the time period when the man moves
from p0 to pa , jumping from one vertex to the next at a time, is the maximum of (i) the
leash length required when the man is at pa and (ii) the minimum leash length required as
the man moves from p0 to pa−1 . By definition, the second length is DF(P |[0:a−1] , Q|[0:0] )
and by the assumption stated earlier, this is equal to da−1,0 . Thus DF(P |[0:a] , Q|[0:0] ) =
max{ pa − q0

2

, da−1,0 } ∀a ∈ [1 : m]. But from the algorithm we see that this is also

equal to da,0 as claimed.
• i = a, 0 < j < b : To find DF(P |[0:a] , Q|[0:j]), i.e. the smallest length from among the
leash lengths required in various monotonic paths starting at (0,0) and ending at (a, j).
The man and the dog are currently at pa and qj respectively; neither of them are at their
starting points. The monotonic path associated with the motion of the man and the dog
currently ends at (a, j) and the path traversed till the previous step would have ended at
one of (a, j − 1), (a − 1, j) or (a − 1, j − 1). The minimum leash length required for
any monotonic path ending at (a, j) is the maximum of (i) the leash length required at
the current instant and (ii) the minimum leash length required among monotonic paths
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ending at (a, j − 1) or (a − 1, j) or (a − 1, j − 1). Hence

DF(P |[0:a] , Q|[0:j]) = max











pa − qj

2

, min




DF(P |[0:a] , Q|[0:j−1]),












DF(P |[0:a−1] , Q|[0:j]),











 DF(P |
[0:a−1] , Q|[0:j−1] )

By inductive hypothesis, the second term in the max expression is equivalent to
min{da,j−1 , da−1,j , da−1,j−1}

and hence DF(P |[0:a], Q|[0:j] ) = max min{da,j−1 , da−1,j , da−1,j−1 }, pa − qj

2

. This

is equal to da,j as seen from the algorithm and hence the claim holds true in this case

too.
• 0 < i < a, j = b : To find DF(P |[0:i], Q|[0:b] ), i.e. the smallest length from among the
leash lengths required in various monotonic paths starting at (0,0) ending at (i, b). This
can be proved to be equal to di,b proving our claim for this case too. The proof is similar
to that for the previous case.
Thus, by the principle of mathematical induction we have proved that di,j = DF(P |[0:i], Q|[0:j])
for i = 0, 1, ..., m and j = 0, 1, ..., n. It follows that dm,n = DF(P |[0:m] , Q|[0:n]) = DF(P, Q)
since P ≡ P |[0:m] and Q ≡ Q|[0:n] and hence algorithm 1 is correct.

2.4.4 Matching under transformation of curves
A more general scenario in curve matching is finding similarity between curves in the presence
of transformations, such as scaling, rotation, translation or some combination of these. This
can be posed as a decision problem: given a group G of admissible transformations, the aim is
to determine if there is some transformation g ∈ G which when applied on a curve Q makes
it closely resemble another curve P , i.e d(P, gQ) ≤ ǫ, where gQ is the curve obtained by
applying g on Q, d is the distance measure for finding curve similarity and ǫ is a threshold for
deciding whether the curves match.
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Algorithm 2 Matching with discrete Fréchet distance under scaling in 2-dimensions
C=∅
for i = 0 to m do
for j = 0 to n do
solve the equation pi − λqj

2
2

− ǫ2 = 0 to get λ

if solution exists for the above equation then
C = C ∪ {λ}

(use any one of the 2 solutions for λ)

end if
end for
end for
for each λ ∈ C do
Q′ = hλq0 , λq1 , ..., λqn i
if DF(P, Q′ ) ≤ ǫ then
return λ
end if
end for
return false
The above scenario may arise in case of search in handwritten documents. Words in a
handwritten document may have been written in different orientations. Different instances of
the same word may have been written in different sizes. When the user writes the query, it
may not be of the same size or orientation as the matching words in the document. To be
able to retrieve the matches under such conditions, the search algorithm must match curves
considering scaling and rotation as being admissible transformations. Algorithm 1 cannot be
used here since it does not consider transformations.
Mosig and Clausen [8] propose an efficient algorithm for solving the above mentioned
decision problem for polygonal curves with the distance measure being discrete Fréchet distanceand G being a subgroup of affine transformations. This algorithm can handle scaling and
rotation about the origin. We present only a very brief overview of their method here. Their
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algorithm is based on the idea of identifying the equivalence classes associated with a particular equivalence relation on transporter sets, which are subsets of G. These equivalence classes
allow the algorithm to solve the decision problem by considering only a finite number of transformations even though the group G is typically an infinite set. The set of transformations that
are considered by the algorithm is called a suptransversal. The number of transformations in
the suptransversal is O(mn) and the time complexity of the algorithm is O(m2 n2 ), where m
and n are the lengths of the two polygonal curves.
Algorithm 3 Matching with discrete Fréchet distance under rotation about the origin in 2-D
C=∅
for j = 0 to n do
r = (qjx cos θ − qjy sin θ, qjx sin θ + qjy cos θ)
for i = 0 to m do
solve the equation pi − r

2

− ǫ2 = 0 to get θ

if solution exists for the above equation then
C = C ∪ {θ}

(use any one of the 2 solutions for θ)

end if
end for
end for
for each θ ∈ C do


Aθ = 

cos θ − sin θ
sin θ

cos θ




Q′ = hAθ q0 , Aθ q1 , ..., Aθ qn i
if DF(P, Q′ ) ≤ ǫ then
return θ
end if
end for
return false
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Algorithms 2 solves the decision problem of determining if DF(P, gQ) ≤ ǫ for g belonging to the group of scaling about the origin in a 2-dimensional space. Algorithm 3 solves a
similar problem but for the group of rotations about the origin in 2-dimensions. P and Q are
polygonal curves in a 2-dimensional space and are of length m and n respectively. The algorithms compute the suptransversals in terms of certain ranges of scalar parameter values the parameter being the scaling factor in case of algorithm 2 and the rotation angle in case of
algorithm 3. The algorithms choose one value (λ in the former algorithm, θ in the latter) from
each range. λqj in the algorithm denotes the point whose coordinate values are the obtained by
scaling the corresponding coordinate values of point qj by the scalar value λ. Similarly Aθ pi
denotes the point corresponding to the vector obtained as the product of matrix Aθ and the vector denoting the point qj . If there exists any valid transformation g for which DF(P, gQ) ≤ ǫ,
then the algorithms return the parameter value associated with one such transformation. If
there is no such transformation, then the algorithms return false.

2.5 Partial Fréchet distance
When the search query is a subword rather than a whole word, the search algorithm should
test whether any contiguous portion (substring) of any sample word (approximately) matches
the query. Essentially the search algorithm must check whether any subcurve of a sample
curve approximately matches the entire query curve. Discrete Fréchet distance is not suitable
for such subcurve matching. Mosig and Clausen [8] propose a variant of the discrete Fréchet
distance called the partial Fréchet distance for measuring the resemblance of one curve as a
subcurve of another.
Formally, the partial Fréchet distance PF(P, Q) between two polygonal curves P ∈ V [0:m]
and Q ∈ V [0:n] is defined as
PF(P, Q) =

min

[a:b]⊆[0:m]

PF(P |[a:b] , Q) =

min

0≤a≤b≤m

PF(P |[a:b], Q)

(2.3)

respectively, can be computed in O(mn) time using algorithm 4 that is based on dynamic
programming. In terms of the man-dog example, the partial Fréchet distance minimizes the
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required leash length required over all possible monotonic paths that start at (a, 0) and end at
(b, n) where a and b are any two integers such that 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ m. Thus the man can start at
any vertex of P , not just p0 and can stop at starting point itself or at any vertex of P that occurs
after the starting point. The dog, however, must move from q0 to qn . The other restrictions on
the movements of the man and the dog are the same as for discrete Fréchet distance and here
too their motion is associated with a monotonic path.

2.5.1 Proof of correctness for algorithm 4
The following proof is based on the idea that computing PF(P, Q) is inherently equivalent to
finding a monotonic path ranging from (a, 0) to (b, n) for any two integers a and b, 0 ≤ a ≤
b ≤ m, such that the discrete Fréchet distance associated with this path is the minimum among
all monotonic paths of the same form. Note that unlike in case of discrete Fréchet distance,
the monotonic paths considered here can start at (a, 0) for any a ∈ [0 : m], not just (0,0). As
before, assume that the man and the dog move along P |[0:i] and Q|[0:j] respectively.
Claim: For all i = 0, 1, ..., m and for all j = 0, 1, .., n, di,j computed by algorithm 4 is equal
to min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:j]), the minimum discrete Fréchet distance between any subcurve
of P ending at pi and the (sub)curve Q|[0:j] .
Proof: The proof is by induction on i and j. Consider the base case, i ∈ [0 : m], j = 0. Here
Q|[0:j] = Q|[0:0] , i.e. it consists of just the single point q0 . Observe that
DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:0] ) ≥ pi − q0

2

∀c ∈ [0 : i]

since the discrete Fréchet distance between any subcurve of the form P |[c:i] and the point q0
cannot be less than the leash length required when the man and the dog are at their respective
endpoints pi and q0 respectively. This length is the same as DF(P |[i:i] , Q|[0:0] ) and hence
pi − q0

2

= min DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:0] )
c∈[0:i]
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for computing the partial Fréchet distance PF(P, Q)
for i = 0 to m do
di,0 = pi − q0

2

ai,0 = i
end for
for j = 1 to n do

d0,j = max d0,j−1 , p0 − qj

2

; a0,j = 0

end for

for i = 1 to m do
for j = 1 to n do

di,j = max min{di,j−1 , di−1,j , di−1,j−1}, pi − qj

2

if di,j = di,j−1 then
ai,j = ai,j−1

else if di,j = di−1,j then
ai,j = ai−1,j
else if di,j = di−1,j−1 then
ai,j = ai−1,j−1
else

ai,j = min ai,j−1 , ai−1,j , ai−1,j−1

end if
end for
end for

minlen = −∞
for i = 0 to m do
if minlen > di,n then
minlen = di,n ; lastidx = i
end if
end for
return minlen {P |[alastidx,n:lastidx] is the closest matching subcurve}
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for i = 0, 1, ..., m, the claim is proved for the base

case.
Inductive hypothesis: Assume that di,j = min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:j] ) for i = 0, 2, ..., a − 1
and j = 0, 2, ..., b − 1 for some integers a and b such that 1 ≤ a ≤ m and 1 ≤ b ≤ n. We now
determine the value of DF(P |[0:i], Q|[0:j]) for new values of i and/or j using the man and dog
example.
For the inductive step we consider three possible cases:
• i = 0, j = b : To find min[c:0]⊆[0:0] DF(P |[c:0], Q|[0:b] ). This equals DF(P |[0:0], Q|[0:b] )
since c can only be 0 in this case. The man is currently at his starting point but the dog is
not at its starting point; hence this is not the first time step. The monotonic path covered
till the current time step ends at (0, b) and the path traversed till the previous step must
have ended at (0, b − 1). Note that there can be only one monotonic path ending at (0, j)
for any (valid) value of j. The minimum leash length required for any monotonic path
ending at (0, j) is the maximum of (i) the leash length required at the current instant and
(ii) the minimum leash length required for the monotonic path ending at (0, b − 1). By
definition, the latter is equivalent to DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:b−1] ) and by inductive hypothesis

this value equals d0,b−1 . Hence DF(P |[0:0], Q|[0:b] ) = max d0,b−1 , p0 − qb 2 . It is
now easy to see that the algorithm sets d0,b to DF(P |[0:0] , Q|[0:b] ). Thus the claim is true

in this case.
• 0 < i < a, j = b : To find min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:b] ). Since the dog is not at its
starting point this is not the first time step. The minimum leash length required for
any monotonic path ending at (i, j) is the maximum of (i) the leash length required at
the current instant and (ii) the minimum leash length required among monotonic paths
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ending at one of (i, b − 1), (i − 1, b) or (i − 1, b − 1). Hence by definition

min DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:b] ) = max

0≤c≤i

















min














pi − qb 2
 





min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:b−1] ), 




min0≤c≤(i−1) DF(P |[c:i−1], Q|[0:b] ),









min0≤c≤(i−1) DF(P |[c:i−1], Q|[0:b−1] )

By inductive hypothesis the second term in the max expression is equivalent to
min{di,b−1 , di−1,b , di−1,b−1 }
and hence
min DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:b] ) = max

0≤c≤i



pi − qb

2

, min {di,b−1 , di−1,b , di−1,b−1}

It is now easy to see that the algorithm sets di,b to min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:b] ). Thus the
claim is true in this case.
• i = a, 0 < j < b : To find min0≤c≤a DF(P |[c:a], Q|[0:j]). Since j > 0, the dog is not at
its starting point and hence this is not the first time step. The monotonic path traversed
till the previous time step must end at one of (a, j − 1), (a − 1, j) or (a − 1, j − 1).
Proceeding in the same way as in the previous case, it can be proved that the claim holds
true for this case as well.
Thus using mathematical induction we have proved that di,j = min0≤c≤i DF(P |[c:i], Q|[0:j])
for i = 0, 1, ..., m and j = 0, 1, ..., n. Using the fact that Q ≡ Q|[0:n] , we get
di,n = min DF(P |[c:i], Q) for i = 0, 1, ..., m
0≤c≤i

(2.4)
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The value of minlen returned by the algorithm is equal to mini∈[0:m] di,n . Using equation (2.4)
and denoting by return value the value that is returned, we get
return value = min min DF(P |[c:i], Q)
i∈[0:m] 0≤c≤i

=

min DF(P |[c:i], Q) =

0≤c≤i≤m

min DF(P |[c:i], Q)

[c:i]⊆[0:m]

= PF(P, Q)

(2.5)

(by definition of PF(P, Q))
Thus algorithm 4 is correct as it returns the partial Fréchet distance between P and Q as
expected.

2.5.2 The Partial Dynamic Time Warping Distance (PDTW)
Discrete Fréchet distance is closely related to the well known DTW distance [8]. The discrete
Fréchet distance formulation in equation (2.2) is equivalent to the formulation
DF(P, Q) =

min

κ:[1:m+n]7→[0:m], λ:[1:m+n]7→[0:n]

P ◦κ−Q◦λ

∞

(2.6)

where κ and λ range over all discrete, monotonically increasing, onto mappings of the form
κ : [1 : m + n] 7→ [0 : m] and λ : [1 : m + n] 7→ [0 : n]. This formulation is based on the
definition of the L∞ -norm for vector sequences, given in section 2.2. On the other hand, the
DTW distance between polygonal curves P and Q is defined as
DTW(P, Q) =

min

κ:[0:K]7→[0:m], λ:[0:K]7→[0:n]

P ◦κ−Q◦λ

2

(2.7)

where κ and λ range over all discrete, monotonically increasing, onto mappings of the form
κ : [0 : K] 7→ [0 : m] and λ : [0 : K] 7→ [0 : n] ∀K ∈ [max(m, n), m + n].
For the purpose of benchmarking partial Fréchet distance, we define the partial dynamic
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time warping distance analogously as:
PDTW(P, Q) =

min

[a:b]⊆[0:m]

DTW(P |[a:b] , Q)

It can be computed using the recursions used in case of partial Fréchet distance, with the difference being that the max operation for finding L∞ -norm is replaced everywhere by addition
of squares to find L2 -norm instead.

2.6 Partial search using Fréchet and DTW variants
We propose new variants of the partial Fréchet distance (PFD) and the partial DTW (PDTW)
and give dynamic programming algorithms to compute these. The need for these new variants
arises since PFD and PDTW are not well-suited for the type of partial curve matching that
is needed for partial search in handwriting. For search in handwriting, we need to capture
only the similarity in the shape of curves; PFD and PDTW do not always capture the shape
similarity. We discuss this in detail below.

2.7 Need for translation-invariant matching
Discrete Fréchet distance and partial Fréchet distance are not translation invariant in general.
The discrete Fréchet distance between a curve and a translated version of the same curve is not
0 but is equal to the distance between the starting points of the original curve and translated
version, even though their shapes are exactly same. Thus when the curves being matched are
the polygonal curves formed by the (x, y) coordinates of handwritten text, discrete Fréchet
distance and partial Fréchet distance do not capture fully the idea of shape similarity that we
need for search in handwriting. When searching for a handwritten pattern, we must eliminate
the effect of translation since the aim is to compare only the shapes of the query and a sample
word. We should be able to find a matching word irrespective of the position within the word
where the query occurs as a substring and the position of the word in a page of handwritten
text.
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Since handwritten text has only x and y coordinates as its spatial features, we restrict
ourselves to matching of curves in two-dimensional space. For this setting, we propose two
modified versions of the partial Fréchet distance for performing translation-invariant partial
curve matching. The first version operates on the same (x, y) feature space whereas the second
version operates on a (y, θ) feature space, where y now denotes the height feature that is
computed using only the y-coordinates as explained in section 2.9, and θ denotes the angle
between the x-axis and the the slope of the tangent to the original curve at any sample point.
In the following sections we assume that P and Q are the original polygonal curves in (x, y)
dimensions that are to be matched (partial matching). P = hp0 , p1 , ..., pm i, pi ∈ R2 ∀i =
0, 1, ..., m and Q = hq0 , q1 , ..., qn i, qj ∈ R2 ∀j = 0, 1, ..., n.
Since PDTW too is not translation invariant, and since it is closely related to PFD, we
define new variants of PDTW that are analogous to those of PFD.

2.8 A variant operating on the (x, y) feature space
We denote by PFDx,y the first variant of the partial Fréchet distance that operates on the (x, y)
feature space. We formulate this variant by considering the following. For any subcurve C of
P that needs to be checked for resemblance in shape with Q, the effect of translation can be
eliminated by shifting both C and Q such that both have the same starting point, say the origin
(0, 0). The shape similarity between the C and Q can then found using the discrete Fréchet
distance between the shifted (sub)curves. But this method is computationally very expensive.
The number of distinct subcurves of P is O(m2 ) and the total time for computing finding all
discrete Fréchet distances is O(m3 n). To avoid this problem we make a heuristic assumption
that reduces the number of subcurves that are checked for a potential match with Q. We
assume that if the subcurve of P that matches with Q|[0:c] (n ≥ c > 0) most closely in shape
is P |[a:b] (m ≥ b > a ≥ 0), then the subcurve of P that matches with Q|[0:c−1] most closely in
shape is one of the at most three possible subcurves - P |[a−1:b−1] , P |[a−1:b] or P |[a:b−1] .
The analogous variant of PDTW: Analogous to the PFDx,y variant of PFD, we define the
PDTWx,y variant of the partial DTW. It is based on the same idea of shifting the subcurve
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and Q to make their starting points coincide with (0,0), but instead of discrete Fréchet distance,
DTW is used to find the similarity between the shifted (sub)curves. It can be computed in
O(mn) time using the algorithm for PFDx,y with the max operation replaced by squaring
and addition, so as to find L∞ -norm instead of L2 -norm.

2.8.1 Computation of PFDx,y
We present a DP algorithm that computes PFDx,y (P, Q) in O(mn) time. The algorithm
essentially performs the following recurrence equations:
initi,0 = i, ∀i ∈ [0 : m]
init0,j = 0, ∀j ∈ [1 : n]
di,0 = 0, ∀i ∈ [0 : m]

d0,j = max d0,j−1, a0 − bj

2

, ∀j ∈ [1 : n]

∆i,j = q0 − piniti,j , ∀i ∈ [0 : m], ∀j ∈ [0 : n]
ti,j = pi − qj , ∀i ∈ [0 : m], ∀j ∈ [0 : n]








 max di−1,j , ti,j + ∆i−1,j 2 ,



di,j = min max di,j−1, ti,j + ∆i,j−1
,
2








 max d
i−1,j−1 , ti,j + ∆i−1,j−1 2



initi−1,j , if di,j = di−1,j


initi,j =
initi,j−1 , if di,j 6= di−1,j & di,j = di,j−1



 init
i−1,j−1 , otherwise
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At the end of the above recursion, PFDx,y (P, Q) and the subcurve P |[a:b] of P that is the
closest match to Q according to PFDx,y are found using the formulae
PFDx,y (P, Q) = min di,n , where
i∈[0:m]

b = arg min di,n
i∈[0:m]

a = initb,n

2.9 A variant operating on the (y, θ) feature space
We denote by PFDy,θ the variant of the partial Fréchet distance that operates on the (y, θ)
feature space. Here y denotes the height of a sample point from the horizontal base of the
curve, i.e. the difference between the y-coordinates values of a given sample point and the
sample point of the curve having the smallest y-coordinate value (the lowest sample point). θ
is the counterclockwise angle between the x-axis and the slope of the tangent to the curve at a
given sample point. We formulate this variant based on the following observations:
• θ is translation-invariant since its value at a particular sample point of the curve does not
vary even if the curve is shifted along the horizontal and/or the vertical axes.
• The height feature y is also translation invariant since it is the vertical distance relative
to the lowest sample point, which will be the lowest point even if the curve is shifted
along either of the axes.
• It is easy to observe that y is also the y-coordinate feature of a curve obtained by shifting
the original curve such that its lowest point now has the y-coordinate value 0. Thus using
the height feature is essentially equivalent to shifting all the curves along the y-axis so
that all have the same lowest y-coordinate value, 0, thereby nearly eliminating the effect
of translation on the y-coordinate feature.
• It is not meaningful to use the previous idea for eliminating the effect of translation
on x-coordinate feature. Consider for instance a query that matches with a substring
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occurring in the middle of a whole word. Now if both the query curve and the sample
curve are shifted so that their leftmost points have the same x-coordinate value, say 0,
then we lose the ability to check whether the query matches with some middle portion
of the sample word since the matching subcurve is shifted away from the query curve
along the x-axis and PFD as well as PDTW will fail to capture the shape similarity.
• It is easy to see that given only the (y, θ) values corresponding to all the sample points
of a curve, it is possible to reconstruct the shape of the original curve. Since we are
interested only in matching the shape of curves rather than the curves themselves, it
appears that y and θ features alone capture all the required details about the curves to be
matched.
The PFDy,θ variant is equivalent to transforming the curves which are originally in the (x, y)
space to the (y, θ) feature space and then computing the actual partial Fréchet distance between
the transformed curves. Since (y, θ) is translation-invariant, the effect of translation in (x, y)
space does not carry over to the (y, θ) feature space. Hence PFD can be used directly on the
transformed curves.
It should be noted that the original partial Fréchet distance is based on the Euclidean distance between matched points. While the Euclidean distance between two points in (x, y)
feature space is a very intuitive measure of finding how close the points are, it is less intuitive
when it is applied to points in the transformed space, here the (y, θ) feature space. Unlike
x and y which are analogous features from the 2-D space in which the original curves lie, y
and θ are very different from each other. The relative importance of ty and θ in determining the closeness of two points for the purpose of matching them is not obvious. To mitigate
this problem, we use the weighted Euclidean distance in finding the partial Fréchet distance
between the transformed curves and determine a good set of weights empirically. We denote
by wPF(P, Q, w1, w2 ) the modified partial Fréchet distance between curves P and Q that
uses weighted Euclidean distance with weights w1 and w2 instead of the original L2 -norm
Euclidean distance. The algorithm to compute wPF(P, Q, w1 , w2 ) is essentially the same as
algorithm 4, but the weighted Euclidean distance, with weights w1 and w2 respectively, is used
instead of the L2 -norm, . 2 .
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The analogous variant of PDTW: Analogous to the PFDy,θ variant of PFD, we define the
PDTWy,θ variant of the partial DTW. It is based on the same idea of transforming the curves
to (y, θ) space and computing the distance between the transformed curves, but instead of PFD,
PDTW is used as the distance measure between the transformed curves. It can be computed
in O(mn) time using an algorithm similar to that for partial Fréchet distance, with the only
difference being that the max operator is to be replaced everywhere by squaring and addition,
so as to find L∞ -norm instead of L2 -norm.
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm to compute PFDy,θ (P, Q)
yminP = py0
for i = 1 to m do
yminP = min{pyi , yminP }
end for
yminQ = q0y
for j = 1 to n do
yminQ = min{qjy , yminQ }
end for
for i = 0 to m do
ayi = pyi − yminP
end for
for j = 0 to n do
byj = qjy − yminQ
end for
p1 −p0

aθ0 = tan−1 p1y −p0y
x

aθm

−1

= tan

x

m−1
pm
y −py
m−1
pm
x −px

for i = 1 to m − 1 do

i−1 
i
i
pi+1
y −py
−1 py −py
+
tan
aθi = 0.5 ∗ tan−1 pi+1
i
pix −pi−1
x
x −px
end for
q 1 −q 0

bθ0 := tan−1 q1y −qy0
x
x

qn −qn−1

bθn := tan−1 qny −qyn−1
x
x
for j = 1 to n − 1 do

j−1 
j
j
qj+1
y −qy
−1 qy −qy
+
tan
bθj := 0.5 ∗ tan−1 qj+1
−q j
qj −qj−1
x

x

x

x

end for

A = ha0 , a1 , . . . , am i
B = hb0 , b1 , . . . , bn i
return wPF(A, B, w1 , w2 )

{w1 and w2 determined empirically by the user}
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2.9.1 Computation of PFDy,θ
Algorithm 5 computes PFDy,θ (P, Q). The x, y and θ feature values of any point c ∈ R2 are
denoted by cx , cy and cθ respectively. PF(A, B) is computed using the algorithm in section
2.5, treating A and B as if they are curves in the (x, y) feature space. Thus the y and θ values
of the A and B curve are treated as being their x, y coordinate values. Transforming the curves
to the new feature space takes only O(m + n) time as seen from the above algorithm. The
resultant curves have the same number of sample points as the original curves and hence the
time for computing PF(A, B) is O(mn). Thus the total time for computing PFDy,θ (A, B) is
O(mn).

Chapter 3
A Pair HMM for subcurve matching
PHMMs generate two sequences simultaneously and provide a joint probability distribution
over finite length sequences [12]. They are typically used in bioinformatics as generative models of local and global alignments of sequences, used to find similarity between biological
sequences. We formulate a PHMM that works on polygonal curves rather on biological sequences and provides a probabilistic interpretation of partial curve matching.

3.1 The proposed model
Our model, shown in figure 3.1, provides a joint probability distribution over alignments between pairs of polygonal curves of finite length. In particular, we want to determine the probability that a curve Q matches approximately with a particular subcurve of another curve of
P via a particular curve alignment. States M, P and Q model the alignment between Q and
the matching subcurve of P , and can be explained intuitively in terms of the man-dog analogy.
Assume that the dog walks along curve Q and that the man walks along the corresponding
matching subcurve of P . State M corresponds to time instances when both the man and the
dog move forward to the next vertex of their respective curves. State P corresponds to instances when only the man moves forward to the next point on P while the dog stationary,
and state Q corresponds to vice-versa. States P’ and P” respectively generate the initial and
terminating portions of P that are not aligned with Q.
27
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Figure 3.1: A Pair HMM for partial matching of curves

3.2 Determining the most probable alignment
We assume that the polygonal curves P and Q are in the (y, θ) feature space. This avoids
the effect of translation on partial matching and there is no need for shifting of curves while
computing the probability score of partial matching. Using the Viterbi algorithm, we can find
the most probable alignment of Q as a subcurve of P as well as the probability associated with
this alignment. We use the following recursions to find this probability:
wP ′ (i, 0) = αη i , ∀i ≥ 0

(3.1)

wP ′ (i, j) = 0, ∀j ≥ 1

(3.2)

wM (0, 0) = (1 − α) g(p0 , q0 )

(3.3)

wM (0, j) = 0, ∀j ≥ 1

(3.4)

wM (i, 0) = (1 − η) g(pi, q0 ) wP ′ (i − 1, 0), ∀i ≥ 1

(3.5)

wP (0, j) = 0, ∀j ≥ 0

(3.6)

wQ (i, 0) = 0, ∀i ≥ 0

(3.7)

wP ′′ (0, j) = 0, ∀j ≥ 0

(3.8)
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w (i − 1, j − 1)

 M

wP (i − 1, j − 1) , ∀i, j ≥ 1



 w (i − 1, j − 1)
Q

 w (i − 1, j)
M
wP (i, j) = µ g(pi, qj ) max
, ∀i ≥ 1 ∀j ≥ 0
 w (i − 1, j)
P

 w (i, j − 1)
M
wQ (i, j) = µ g(pi, qj ) max
, ∀i ≥ 0 ∀j ≥ 1
 w (i, j − 1)

wM (i, j) = µ g(pi, qj ) max
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(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Q




(1 − 3µ) wM (i, j)



(1 − 2µ) wP (i, j) , ∀i ≥ 0 ∀j ≥ 0



 (1 − 2µ) w (i, j)
Q

 β w (i − 1, j)
I
wP ′′ (i, j) = max
, ∀i ≥ 1 ∀j ≥ 0
 τ w ′′ (i − 1, j)
P

 (1 − β) w (i, j)
I
wE (i, j) = max
, ∀i ≥ 0 ∀j ≥ 0
 (1 − τ ) w ′′ (i, j)

wI (i, j) = max

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

P

In these equations, g(pi, qj ) denotes the emission probability of the pair (pi , qj ). Since pi and
qj ) can be any two points in a two-dimensional Euclidean space having infinite number of
points, the emission probability that we use is actually a probability density function and not
a probability value. We want g(pi, qj ) to be a decreasing function of the distance between the
points pi and qj . We chose g(p. , q. ) to be the exponential probability density function:
g(pi, qj ) = γe−γDw (pi ,qj ) , where
Dw = w ∗ (pyi − qjy )2 + (1 − w) ∗ (pθi − qjθ )2
Dw is the squared weighted Euclidean distance. The Viterbi alignment, or the alignment with
the highest probabilistic score is the alignment corresponding to wE (m, n). To find the subcurve of curve P to which curve Q is aligned in this Viterbi alignment, we need to find only
the starting and ending points of that subcurve. These can be obtained using another set of
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recursions that track the alignments chosen by the Viterbi algorithm.

rM (i, 0) = i, ∀i ≥ 0

(3.15)

rM (0, j) = −1, ∀j ≥ 1

(3.16)

rP (0, j) = −1, ∀j ≥ 0

(3.17)

rQ (i, 0) = −1, ∀i ≥ 0

(3.18)

rP ′′ (0, j) = −1, ∀j ≥ 0

(3.19)

tP ′′ (0, j) = −1, ∀j ≥ 0

(3.20)

uM (i, j) = max {wM (i − 1, j − 1), wP (i − 1, j − 1), wQ (i − 1, j − 1)} , ∀i, j ≥ 1



rM (i − 1, j − 1), if uM (i, j) = wM (i − 1, j − 1)



rM (i, j) =
rP (i − 1, j − 1), if uM (i, j) = wP (i − 1, j − 1) , ∀i, j ≥ 1




 rQ (i − 1, j − 1), if uM (i, j) = wQ (i − 1, j − 1)

(3.21)

uP (i, j) = max {wM (i − 1, j), wP (i − 1, j)} , ∀i ≥ 1 ∀j ≥ 0


 rM (i − 1, j), if uP (i, j) = wM (i − 1, j)
rP (i, j) =
, ∀i, j ≥ 1

 rP (i − 1, j), if uP (i, j) = wP (i − 1, j)

(3.23)

uQ (i, j) = max {wM (i, j − 1), wQ (i, j − 1)} , ∀i ≥ 0 ∀j ≥ 1


 rM (i, j − 1), if uQ (i, j) = wM (i, j − 1)
, ∀i, j ≥ 1
rQ (i, j) =

 rQ (i, j − 1), if uQ(i, j) = wQ (i, j − 1)

(3.25)




rM (i, j), if wI (i, j) = (1 − 3µ) wM (i, j)



rI (i, j) =
rP (i, j), if wI (i, j) = (1 − 2µ) wP (i, j) , ∀i, j ≥ 0




 rQ (i, j), otherwise

(3.22)

(3.24)

(3.26)

(3.27)
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rP ′′ (i, j) =


 rI (i − 1, j), if wP ′′ (i, j) = β wI (i − 1, j)


rE (i, j) =
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 rI (i, j), if wE (i, j) = (1 − β) wI (i, j)


, ∀i ≥ 1 ∀j ≥ 0

(3.28)

rP ′′ (i − 1, j), otherwise

, ∀i ≥ 0 ∀j ≥ 0

(3.29)

rP ′′ (i, j), otherwise


 i − 1, if w ′′ (i, j) = β w (i − 1, j)
P
I
′′
tP (i, j) =
, ∀i ≥ 1, ∀j ≥ 0
 t ′′ (i, j), otherwise

(3.30)

P


 i, if w (i, j) = (1 − β) w (i, j)
E
I
tE (i, j) =
, ∀i ≥ 0, ∀j ≥ 0
 t ′′ (i, j), otherwise

(3.31)

P

At the end of these recursions, the subcurve giving the closest match to Q according to the
Viterbi algorithm is given by P |[a:b] where
a = rE (m, n)
b = tE (m, n)

3.3 Importance of the PHMM method
Even in writer-specific scenarios, random variations in the writer’s handwriting lead to variability in shape among different instances of the same word. This is the reason why we
only look for approximate curve matching in handwriting search. Curve matching approaches
based on Fréchet distance or DTW distance use a user-specified threshold ǫ and consider two
(sub)curves as matching if the distance between the two (sub)curves is less than ǫ. However,
it is often the case there is no value of ǫ that works well for all queries. Experiments show that
there are situations where none of the top 5 closest matches returned by the DTW or Fréchet
based algorithms are correct matches; in other words, there can be cases where the distance
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measure does not reflect the shape similarity in the sense that is expected for search in handwriting. This is an inherent limitation of non-probabilistic approaches. They are generally
restricted in the extent and nature of random variations in handwriting under which the can
detect matches correctly. On the other hand, a pair HMM such as the one that we propose
models explicitly the random variations in the shape of words. The parameters of the PHMM,
namely the transition and emission probabilities, can be tuned using a training algorithm so
that the probabilistic model it represents is fairly similar to the actual model underlying the
variations in the writer’s handwriting. The PHMM-based search technique is therefore likely
to perform better in terms retrieval accuracy and precision vs recall rates.
Another advantage of our PHMM approach is that the parameters can be tuned to perform
more specialized types of searches. For instance, by setting the parameter α to 0 in the PHMM
shown in figure 3.1, we can constrain the algorithm to perform prefix-based search, i.e. look
only for those words whose prefix matches with the query string. Similarly, by setting β to 0
in the PHMM, we can make the algorithm perform a suffix-based search, i.e. look for suffixes
of words that match the query. The value of parameters η and α can be tuned to make the
algorithm look for matches that occur closer to the beginning of a word rather than in the
middle or near the suffix.

3.4 The language-neutral search technique
We now explain our language-neutral search technique. Given a handwritten document and a
handwritten query string s both written by the same user, the algorithm must return the occurrences of that string in the given document. The partial matching distance between a sample
curve and the query curve can be computed using one of the following distance measures
(Dpartial ) - PFDx,y , PFDy,θ , PDTWx,y , PDTWy,θ or using the Viterbi probabilistic score
obtained on the PHMM as a similarity score. In case a distance measure is used, we use the
negative of the distance as being a similarity score.
Since we are only looking for an approximate similarity of shapes, either a threshold Tdist
or a number N is specified. We consider the threshold approach only for distance measures as
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it is more intuitive for a lay user to specify a bound on the distance between curves rather than
on a probabilistic score unless the user has a good understanding of the PHMM employed.
The search algorithm reads the handwritten document and segments it using a custom wordsegmentation algorithm to obtain a list of words w1 , w2 , ..., wn . The query string as well as the
words in the list are represented as finite-length sequences (arrays) of (x, y) values and hence
define the corresponding polygonal curves. They are all normalized so that they all have the
same height. Next if the distance measure (or similarity measure) used is PFDy,θ , PDTWy,θ
or the PHMM Viterbi score, we compute the (y, θ) values corresponding to each sample point
of a curve and use the polygonal curve formed by these (y, θ) instead of the original curve in
the rest of the search process. In case N was specified, the algorithm does the following:
• For each wi in the list, find the similarity score (score[i]) as follows:
If the PHMM method is used, then set
score[i] = V iterbiScoreP HM M (wi , s)
else (a distance measure is used) compute the partial distance
dist[i] = Dpartial (wi , s), and set
score[i] = −dist[i]
• Sort wi ’s in the decreasing order of their corresponding scores, the score[i]’s
• Return the top N words from the sorted list as being N closest matches to s in that order
Else if Tdist was specified, then the algorithm creates and empty output list and does the following until there are no more words in the list to be checked for match:
• Let wi denote the next word in the list that is yet to be checked for match
• Compute dist[i] = Dpartial (wi , s)
• If dist[i] < Tdist then add wi to the output list
The output list is the list of closely matching words found by the search algorithm.

Chapter 4
Applications and Experimental Results
4.1 Experiments
Unipen train r01 v07 dataset: The first set of experiments used data from category #8 of
the Unipen [5] train r01 v07 dataset, a well-known standard dataset that contains handwritten
data collected using various types of handwritten input devices from a vast number of people
with widely differing writing styles. Among all benchmarks in train r01 v07 dataset, only
benchmark #8 is a realistic, application-oriented test since the word segmentation problem too
should be solved by the recognition or search technique1 . The data from the ’bbd’ group was
chosen as it has the most number of sentences - 858 English sentences written by 7 writers,
containing a total of almost 16450 words. Also the sentences are realistic as most of them are
excerpts from news reports (see figure 4.1). We are not aware of any previous related work
that was evaluated against category 8 of Unipen dataset. Our work possibly presents the first
results on this realistic benchmark, not only for our own approach but also for the most widely
used DTW.
Multilingual dataset: Our second dataset consisted of sentences in 3 Asian languages (Hindi,
Kannada, and Tamil) as well as a few icons/symbols written by two users. There were over
300 words, over 170 of them being words in Kannada/Hindi words or symbols/icons and the
1

Source: http://ontolingua.nici.kun.nl/scrawls/unipen-pub-guide.html
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Figure 4.1: Some sentences written by a user in the Unipen dataset

Figure 4.2: A sentence (containing Tamil and English words) from the multilingual dataset
remaining being Tamil words with Arabic numerals interspersed. A sample of the data is
plotted in figure 4.2.

4.1.1 Preprocessing
All handwritten documents in the UNIPEN benchmark#8 dataset are a collection of sentences
rather than words. Since our queries are substrings of words or whole words, sentences need
to be split into individual words before our partial-matching algorithms can be applied. To
segment sentences, we employed an algorithm that identifies indices of time series where the
split distance ds is greater than some threshold τ . The split distance at index i of the time
series is defined as,
ds = min(xj ) − max(xj )
j>i

j<=i

(4.1)

where xj is the x-coordinate corresponding to index j of the time series, i.e. at time instant tj .
An example of the output of our segmentation algorithm is shown in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Splitting algorithm applied on a sentence, with τ =10. Vertical lines indicate the x-axis
values of the first point in each word
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Figure 4.4: Average precision-recall on UNIPEN dataset for PFDx,y

4.2 Results
In this project we concentrate on writer-dependent search tasks. Thus for each writer the query
strings were obtained from the document written by the same writer. Each query string was
created by selecting from the (x,y,t)-sequence of a sentence a subsequence corresponding to
a substring of a word in that sentence. Words having less than 3 characters and words occurring less than 4 times in the dataset were not considered for forming queries. On an average
around 20 query strings were selected for testing per writer. We performed similar experiments for studying the efficacy of the five distance measures - PFDx,y , PFDy,θ , PDTWx,y ,
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Figure 4.5: Average precision-recall on UNIPEN dataset for PDTWx,y
PDTWy,θ and the PHMM score. For each sentence in the dataset, we found the distance
(one of the four distance measures) between each word in it and the query word and assigned
the minimum of these as the ”distance” of the sentence. The sentences were then ranked in
the increasing order of their distances and the precision and recall values calculated at each
position (rank). Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the graph of average precision-vsrecall values for each UNIPEN user for different distance measures - PFDx,y , PDTWx,y ,
PFDy,θ , PDTWy,θ and Viterbi algorithm on PHMM respectively. The graphs also show the
precision-recall values reported by [7] for two writers, since it is a known related work that reports precision-recall for search on handwritten text, though their setting is simpler as they do
not focus of partial search ability and also their results are on a custom dataset, not UNIPEN.
It is seen that our PHMM based algorithm outperforms other distance measures.
For the multilingual dataset, we found the word-level retrieval accuracy for searches based
on four distance measures - PFDx,y , PFDy,θ , PDTWx,y , PDTWy,θ . We used all instances
of all words in the dataset as queries and noted the closest match retrieved by the search
algorithm from the rest of the dataset, leaving out the instance being queried. Since the dataset
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Figure 4.6: Average precision-recall on UNIPEN dataset for PFDy,θ
was created such that it had exactly two instances of any word, we could define retrieval error
rate as the probability of that the closest match found is not the other instance of that word, i.e.
a wrong match. Thus average error is e = M/N where M is the total number of mistakes and
N is the number of words in the dataset. Table 4.2 shows the average retrieval accuracy on the
data written by two users, for different distance/similarity measures.

4.3 A search application for Paper documents
We used our search algorithms to develop a search application for Paper documents on Simputer. The Paper documents contains the handwritten data as sequence of strokes. Our application converts the strokes into time series before searching. The application provides an
interface for handwriting the query. The query sketch is also read as a time series (or just a sequence of x-y values, as needed). One of the four different distance measures can be selected.
The application tries to match the query with the words obtained from the time series and ranks
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PDTWy,θ

PFDx,y

PDTWx,y

0.0

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.1

0.996

0.983

0.999

0.823

0.822

0.2

0.983

0.942

0.988

0.692

0.718

0.3

0.968

0.917

0.975

0.600

0.634

0.4

0.952

0.874

0.957

0.523

0.527

0.5

0.930

0.819

0.929

0.461

0.447

0.6

0.913

0.758

0.908

0.421

0.408

0.7

0.894

0.688

0.888

0.391

0.373

0.8

0.870

0.617

0.855

0.326

0.337

0.9

0.836

0.535

0.800

0.282

0.290

1.0

0.748

0.451

0.716

0.249

0.253

Table 4.1: Average precision at different recall rates on the UNIPEN dataset for various distance/similarity measures

Distance measure

Average accuracy (writer A)

Average accuracy (writer B)

PHMM

77.326%

99.167%

PDTWy,θ

73.256%

97.500%

PDTWx,y

47.674%

59.167%

PFDy,θ

65.697%

81.667%

PFDx,y

44.186%

64.167%

Table 4.2: Average word-retrieval accuracies on the multilingual dataset using different approaches
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Figure 4.7: Average precision-recall on UNIPEN dataset for PDTWy,θ
them. The application provides a sketchbox where the closely matching word from each file is
displayed on the press of a button. The interfaces were developed using the Picowidget library
provided by Picopeta.
The snapshots of the search application as well as sample Paper documents are shown. The
application gave promising results on multilingual documents as well as on documents with
free-form sketches and doodles. For efficiency purposes, our application uses a bounding box
to restrict the search to only words/figures that are within a certain size. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and
5.3 show snapshots of Paper documents and our search application.

4.4 A searchable multilingual PhoneBook application
We also developed an application on Simputer for creating and searching a multilingual handwritten phonebook. The interfaces were developed using the X11 library. The application
provides an interface for adding entries by handwriting. Since the entries are stored in digital ink format, they can be in any language. Another interface allows the user to enter by
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Figure 4.8: Average precision-recall on UNIPEN dataset for PHMM based on (y, θ) feature
handwriting a part or whole of the name to be searched. The distance measure to be used can
be specified by selecting the corresponding radiobutton. The search application computes the
distance between the query and each of the names entered in the phonebook and displays the
top 3 closest matching entries.

Chapter 5
Discussion and Future Work
In this project we proposed DP-based approaches for searching online handwritten documents
to find words matching a query string handwritten by the user. Our methods provide the
flexibility of searching for words with a user-specified subword and can be implemented on
PDAs. We implemented a search application based on our algorithms for searching Paper
documents on Simputer and got encouraging results. We also proposed a pair HMM as a
probabilistic model of partial curve matching. Our experimental results show that the PHMMbased search algorithm outperforms those based on the proposed variants of the partial Fréchet
distance and the partial DTW - namely PFDx,y , PFDy,θ , PDTWx,y and PDTWy,θ .
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Figure 5.1: A sample Paper document with free-form writing

Figure 5.2: A sample Paper document with multilingual handwritten text
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Figure 5.3: Search application for Paper documents on Simputer
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